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Abstract: The main goal of the present investigation was to study the possible relation between transferrin
locus "as gene marker " and resistance and /or susceptibility to brucellosis in male camels. A total number of
200 blood samples was aseptically collected from slaughtered mature male camels (Camelus dromedaries).
These animals were over 5 years old, came from Sudan and slaughtered at abattoirs nearby Cairo. Sera were
separated and serologically examined for brucellosis with tube agglutination test (TAT), Rose Bengal plate test
(RBPT) and Rivanol test (Riv.T). 140 serum samples from positive sero-reactor (N=70) and negative sero-
reactors (N=70) were used in immunogenetic investigations. Electrophoretic patterns were used for genotyping
of 4 blood protein loci. Results revealed that the most prominent allele in positive sero- reactors for brucellosis
camels is Tf  (0.714) while Tf allele was predominated in negative sero-reactor camels. It was concluded thatB A

these genetic markers can be used for identification of animals naturally bearing susceptibility and / or
resistance to brucellosis in selection programs.
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INTRODUCTION genotyping of transferrin in camels has been widely

Camels one of the most important animals of the Arab evaluate some economic traits [4-9].
countries and it is deeply imbedded in their culture. The Several studies have shown that transferrin has many
number of camels around the world is 11.24 millions and biological functions such as antibacterial activity against
61% of them are located in the Arab countries. Camels are abroad spectrum of Gram-positive and Gram-negative
important producers of meat (9%), milk (24%) and wool bacteria [10-14]. Electrophretic patterns of serum proteins
(8%). in relation  to  brucellosis  in  camels  has  been reported

Sudan is among the largest countries containing [6, 15-17].  Moreover,  El Fakharany et al. [12], Mahmood
camels (4 millions =26.3%) of Arab camel population [1]. et al. [18] and Othman et al. [19]analyzed the lactoferrin

More than 200 plasma proteins have been described locus on the molecular genetic level.
and estimated in human and animals. Many of these The present study was planned to analyze the
proteins changes markedly in disease conditions and with possible relationship between transferrin genotype and
age. The major site of their synthesis in the liver but also resistant and/ or susceptibility to brucellosis in camels. 
the immune system consisting of monocytes -
macrophages –lymphocytes and plasma cells. Because MATERIALS AND METHODS
the proteins of an individual or of a species are
synthesized under genetic control, it is to be expected that This study was carried out on adult male camels
variations in proteins would occur between individuals (Camelus dromedaries) imported from Sudan to be
and between species [2]. slaughtered in some abattoirs nearby Cairo. A total

Transferrin comprise class of monomeric number of 200 blood samples was aseptically collected.
glycoproteins found in all vertebrates, whose function is Serum samples were serologically examined for
iron sequestration and transport [3]. Fractionation and identification of positive and negative reactors.

reported either to study the genetic constitution or to
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Rose Bengal plate test (RBPT), tube agglutination test two lobes (N and C). In the present study, two fractions
(TAT), mercaptoethanol test (MET) and Rivanol test were of serum transferrin were obtained (Fast fraction F-Tf and
done according to A1ton et al. [20]. All antigens were slow one S-Tf), each fraction is controlled by two
obtained from Veterinary Serum and Vaccine Research autosomal alleles A and B. This result is in line with those
Institute, Abbasia, Cairo,  Egypt.  A titre of 1/40(80 IU/ml) recorded by Chaudary et al. [2] and Sargent et al. [27] but
in TAT, 1/10 in MET and 1/25 in Rivanol test  or  a  higher disagree with the finding of Ghazi et al. [6] who found
is considered as brucella positive sero-reactor [21]. three fractions of transferrin (A-E-D) and Soichi et al.[4]

The total serum protein (TSP) was electrophoretically who found one only Tf molecule in camel and the
fractionated on one dimensional polyacrylamide gel condition may attributed to the presence of high
electrophoresis (PAGE) [22, 23]. Genotyping of –abundant proteins in the plasma. Unless high-abundant
transferring (Tf) locus and estimation of its gene proteins are depleted from the plasma specifically, many
frequency was done according to Mercoreva [24]. low-abundant proteins will not detectable with even the

RESULTS Alyamany et al. [8] reported that 56.8% protein non-

Resuls  of  present  study  revealed that the defense moleculeand the presence of such molecules
transferrin migrated in gel as two fractions fast one across the phylogenetic spectrum reflects a common
(Transferrin F) and slow one (Transferrin S), each of them necessity to defend against microbial pathogenesis [11].
controlled by two autosmal alleles A and B. Results in In vertebrates, serum transferrin has a well-known
Table 1 showed that negative sero-reactor camels physiological functions as an iron-transport protein for
characterized by high frequency of slow Tf allel delivery to cells. Other iron-binding transferrin areB

(0.671),while positive sero-reactor camels were involved in local iron homeostasis and other biological
characterized  by  high  frequency  of fast Tf allel activities, such as induction of cell proliferation,A

(0.714).The genotyping analysis of transferrin locus regulation of gene expression and defense against
showed predominance of homozygoticgenotypes. infection [31]. ElFakharanyetal. [12] reported that the

DISCUSSION was demonstrated in camel. In the present study the

The main object of present study was to clarify the predominance of fast Tf  (0.714). Similar result was
possible expected relationship between transferrin locus recorded by Ghazi et al. [6] while negative sero-reactor
and susceptibility to infection to brucellosis. The concept camels showed predominance of slow Tf allel, these
of  genetic relation  between  blood  protein  loci  and results may indicate the role of specific alleles in
both productive and reproductive traits is based on the susceptibility or natural resistance to brucellosis in camel.
theory of protein coding loci [25]. In the same time, In this respect, Sargent et al. [29] reported that the
Kantanenetal. [26] reported that theanalysis of allelic immunoglobulin isotypes are the most prominent of
variation  of some protein loci could potentially be used predict proteins in diseased and exposed animals and the
to evaluate temporal changes in genetic diversity. In the numbers of these immunoglobulin isotypes are depending
same time, Mehta et al. [27] used microsatellite markers for on the numbers of functional genes. In conclusion, we
characterization, conservation, individual identification, have to select animal for breeding according to gene
parentage testing and production enhancement. resistant marker because if the genetic cause remain
Transferrin family is a group of proteins including serum undetected, then it will get propagated and increase the
transferrin   Tf,   ovatransferrin,   lactotransferrin   and occurrence of undesirable genes in the breeding
melantotransferrin (MTF). Most family  members  contain populations.

most sensitive mass spectrometer[30]. In this respect,

depleted of camel plasma. Antimicrobial peptides are host

highly anti-infectivity of transferrin (Especially lactoferrin)

positive sero-reactor camels are characterized by
A

B

Table 1: Genotyping and gene frequency of transferrin locus of brucellosis positive and negative sero- reactor camels (N= 70 in each groups) 
Brucella positive sero-reactor camels Brucella negative sero-reactor camels
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Genotyping Genotyping
-------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

Blood protein loci AA AB BB X Gene frequency AA AB BB X Gene frequency2 2

Fast fractions 45 10 15 Tf  (0.714) 14 18 38 Tf (0.328)A A

(35.7) (28.5) (5.7) 29.6** Tf  (0.285) (7.4) (30.8) (31.5) 12.4** Tf  (0.671)B B

Slow fractions 25 23 22 Tf  (0.521) 23 17 30 (0.45)A TfA

(19) (34.8) (15.9) 8.2** Tf  (0.478) (14.2) (34.6) (21.2) 17.9** Tf (0.55)B B

** P < 0.01, In brackets, the theoretical number of genotypes
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